Recovering quickly from their first loss of the season to Harvard, the Tech varsity nine-man outplayed and outscored the University of Connecticut last Saturday, 2-0, at Storrs, Connecticut.

The Beavers immediately took control of the ball in the first quarter, making a series of shots without scoring. Tech continued to keep control of the ball as a light rain began to fall and after 16:15 of the second quarter, Center Forward Richard Schell blasted the ball beautifully into the nets for the side Marcos Suarez, and blasted the 2-0 lead through. The second half was a far different story, however. The score came at the end of the third quarter. Hats interrupted the game and run it to the first.

The Uconn hooters showed new spirit after half-time as the third quarter saw them initiate several threats of their own. With the Connecticut last Saturday, 2-0, at Storrs, Connecticut.

Folks who drink for enjoyment prefer Schaefer. It's real beer!